A Stranger Thing
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience very nearly lesson, amusement, as competently
as settlement can be gotten by just checking out a ebook A Stranger Thing also it is not directly
done, you could bow to even more a propos this life, something like the world.
We find the money for you this proper as without difficulty as simple pretension to acquire those all.
We offer A Stranger Thing and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any
way. accompanied by them is this A Stranger Thing that can be your partner.

Netflix in the summer of 2016, the show struck a
nerve with millions of viewers worldwide and
received broad critical acclaim. The series has
gone on to win six Emmy Awards, but its success
was driven more than anything by word of
mouth, resonating across generations. Viewers
feel personal connections to the characters. Now
fans can immerse themselves in the world—or
worlds—of Hawkins, Indiana, like never before.
Inside you’ll find • original commentary and a
foreword from creators Matt and Ross Duffer •
exclusive interviews with the stars of the show,
including Millie Bobby Brown, Finn Wolfhard,
and David Harbour • the show’s earliest drafts,
pitches to Netflix, and casting calls • insights
into the Duffers’ creative process from the entire
crew—from costume and set designers to
composers and visual-effects specialists • deep
dives into the cultural artifacts and references
that inspired the look and feel of the show • a
map of everyday Hawkins—with clues charting
the network of the Upside Down • the Morse
code disk Eleven uses, so you can decipher
secret messages embedded throughout the text
• a look into the future of the series—including a
sneak preview of season three! Adding whole
new layers to enrich the viewing experience, this
keepsake is essential reading for anyone and
everyone who loves Stranger Things.
Stranger Things Happen - Kelly Link 2001
Collects eleven short stories incorporating
ghosts, aliens, and the living dead, including the
stories "Survivor's Ball, or, The Donner Party"
and "Louise's Ghost".
Looniverse #1: Stranger Things (A Branches
Book) - David Lubar 2013-04-30
This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line called Branches, which is aimed at

Stranger Things: The Other Side (Graphic
Novel) - Jody Houser 2019-05-07
The hit Netflix series from the Duffer Brothers is
now a spine-tingling comic that recounts Will
Beyers' harrowing survival in the treacherous
Upside Down! When Will Byers finds himself in
the Upside Down, an impossible dark parody of
his own world, he's understandably frightened.
But that's nothing compared with the fear that
takes hold when he realizes what's in that world
with him! Follow Will's struggle through the
season one events of the hit Netflix show
Stranger Things! Written by Jody Houser
(Mother Panic, Faith) and illustrated by Stefano
Martino (Doctor Who, Catwoman)
Will Byers: Secret Files (Stranger Things) Matthew J. Gilbert 2019-09-24
Will Byers' top-secret binder--based on the
Netflix series Stranger Things! Read notes from
the Upside Down and uncover secrets from the
Hawkins National Laboratory in Will Byers's
personal files. Based on Netflix's Stranger
Things, this book is designed to look like a
vintage school binder from the '80s. Filled with
photos, notes, sketches, and diary entries, this
book is sure to amaze and entertain fans of all
ages.
Stranger Things: Worlds Turned Upside
Down - Gina McIntyre 2018-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The official
behind-the-scenes companion guide to the first
two seasons and beyond, featuring exclusive
color photos and stunning concept art. Note:
This book has been designed to mimic a used
book. The marks, scuffs, and tears on the cover
and pages are an intentional design element.
Stranger things have happened. . . . When the
first season of Stranger Things debuted on
a-stranger-thing
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newly independent readers. With easy-to-read
text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow!LOONIVERSE is an
exciting new series that combines fantasy and
humor. In this first book, Ed finds a coin bearing
the words "strange, stranger." Once this coin
comes into his life, strange things start
happening all around him. One of his friends
gets stuck in midair, his brother turns into a pool
float, and his sister's food makes its way off her
plate! Even more bizarre events all lead up to a
surprise ending, leaving Ed with a new
responsibility and a realization that there's more
to this mysterious coin than meets the eye!
Stranger Things: Worlds Turned Upside
Down - Gina McIntyre 2018-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The official
behind-the-scenes companion guide to the first
two seasons and beyond, featuring exclusive
photos and stunning concept art. Stranger
things have happened. . . . When the first season
of Stranger Things debuted on Netflix in the
summer of 2016, the show struck a nerve with
millions of viewers worldwide and received
broad critical acclaim. The series has gone on to
win six Emmy Awards, but the its success was
driven more than anything by word of mouth,
resonating across generations. Viewers feel
personal connections to the characters. Now
fans can immerse themselves in the world—or
worlds—of Hawkins, Indiana, like never before.
Inside you’ll find • original commentary and a
foreword from creators Matt and Ross Duffer •
exclusive interviews with the stars of the show,
including Millie Bobby Brown, Finn Wolfhard,
and David Harbour • the show’s earliest drafts,
pitches to Netflix, and casting calls • insights
into the Duffers’ creative process from the entire
crew—from costume and set designers to
composers and visual-effects specialists • deep
dives into the cultural artifacts and references
that inspired the look and feel of the show • a
map of everyday Hawkins—with clues charting
the network of the Upside Down • a digital copy
of the Morse code disk Eleven uses, so you can
decipher secret messages embedded throughout
the text • a look into the future of the
series—including a sneak preview of season
three! Adding whole new layers to enrich the
a-stranger-thing

viewing experience, this keepsake is essential
reading for anyone and everyone who loves
Stranger Things. Note: This ebook is best viewed
on a color device with a larger screen.
Stranger Things: SIX (Graphic Novel) - Jody
Houser 2019-11-26
A prequel comic from Netflix' award-winning
series, delving into the mysterious workings of
Project MKUltra and the weird science that
opened the door to the Upside Down. Francine,
a teenage girl with precognition, has struggled
through a lifetime of exploitation: first by her
parents, then by Dr. Brenner of Hawkins
Laboratory. Dr. Brenner wants to harness her
powers as well as those of the other gifted
children that they hold captive at the lab.
Wracked by increasingly disturbing visions, she
sees an opportunity for her and all the children
to escape. But at what cost? From the pen of
Jody Houser (Faith, CMYK: Magenta, Max Ride:
Ultimate Flight) and featuring art from Edgar
Salazar and Keith Champagne (Black Panther),
Stranger Things comics is essential reading for
fans of the hit Netflix series as well as fans of
the urban fantasy and horror genres in general.
Collects Stranger Things II issues #1-4.
Visions from the Upside Down: Stranger
Things Artbook - Netflix 2019-10-15
Over 200 artists present their own unique
visions of Stranger Things in a stunning, fullcolor celebration of the runaway hit Netflix
series. In honor of Stranger Things, the
innovative pop culture enthusiasts at Printed In
Bloodare proud to present the latest release in
their ongoing series of artbooks. More than two
hundred artists, drawn from the earthly
dimensions of comics, illustration, fine art,
videogames, and animation, have come together
to bring us a unique vision of the world of
Hawkins, Indiana. Come dig into this collection
of more than two hundred brand-new images
and see what new worlds you might discover
lurking just beneath the surface. Includes art by:
ORLANDO AROCENA • MATT BUSCH •
BUTCHER BILLY • RIAN HUGHES • JOHN
McCREA • MATT NEEDLE • GARY PULLIN •
BILL SIENKIEWICZ • EILEEN STEINBACH &
MORE!
Stranger Things - Brenna Yovanoff 2019-06-05
Visions from the Upside Down - 2019-10-15
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Over 200 artists present their own unique
visions of Stranger Things in a stunning, fullcolor celebration of the runaway hit Netflix
series. In honor of Stranger Things, the
innovative pop culture enthusiasts at Printed In
Bloodare proud to present the latest release in
their ongoing series of artbooks. More than two
hundred artists, drawn from the earthly
dimensions of comics, illustration, fine art,
videogames, and animation, have come together
to bring us a unique vision of the world of
Hawkins, Indiana. Come dig into this collection
of more than two hundred brand-new images
and see what new worlds you might discover
lurking just beneath the surface. Includes art by:
ORLANDO AROCENA MATT BUSCH BUTCHER
BILLY RIAN HUGHES JOHN McCREA MATT
NEEDLE GARY PULLIN BILL SIENKIEWICZ
EILEEN STEINBACH & MORE!
Stranger Things Library Edition Volume 1 Jody Houser 2021-09-14
Collected for the first time in one digital book,
these graphic novel coming-of-age horror stories
tap into the isolation, loss and fears of the kids
from the show while highlighting their bravery
and resiliency. Experience more 80’s horror
nostalgia with this collection of two complete
graphic novels, Stranger Things: The Other Side
and Stranger Things: Science Camp. Offering a
new perspective on the events of the hit Netflix
show, The Other Side follows Will Byers after he
has been pulled into a mysterious nightmare
realm. Isolated, disoriented and scared, he
quickly realizes he isn’t alone—monsters lurk
around every corner, and they are hunting him.
In Science Camp, Dustin Henderson arrives at
Camp Know Where anxious about spending the
summer away from his friends after they saved
their town from eldritch horrors. It doesn’t take
long for him to find bullies to defeat, and fellow
nerds to befriend. When a spooky masked figure
starts making camp counselors disappear, the
solution won’t take rocket science. Dustin
gathers a crew of geeks to save their camp – and
possibly their own lives.
Stranger Things - the Companion - Nick Blake
2019-04-26
Revised and updated to include season three!A
celebration of the cult science fiction horror
series. Includes character profiles, review and
analysis of every episode, and a look at the
a-stranger-thing

cultural influences of the show. This is one
curiosity door that won't be closed!
Stranger Things Winter Special one-shot Chris Roberson 2021-11-03
The winter holidays are upon us and the kids of
Hawkins are in full spirit. As they recall stories
from their childhood to teach Eleven about
Christmas, tensions run high as Dustin swears
he saw something lurking in the forest outside.
Stranger Things: SIX (Graphic Novel) - Jody
Houser 2019-11-26
A prequel comic from Netflix' award-winning
series, delving into the mysterious workings of
Project MKUltra and the weird science that
opened the door to the Upside Down. Francine,
a teenage girl with precognition, has struggled
through a lifetime of exploitation: first by her
parents, then by Dr. Brenner of Hawkins
Laboratory. Dr. Brenner wants to harness her
powers as well as those of the other gifted
children that they hold captive at the lab.
Wracked by increasingly disturbing visions, she
sees an opportunity for her and all the children
to escape. But at what cost? From the pen of
Jody Houser (Faith, CMYK: Magenta, Max Ride:
Ultimate Flight) and featuring art from Edgar
Salazar and Keith Champagne (Black Panther),
Stranger Things comics is essential reading for
fans of the hit Netflix series as well as fans of
the urban fantasy and horror genres in general.
Collects Stranger Things II issues #1-4.
Stranger Things: Runaway Max - Brenna
Yovanoff 2021-06-29
Fans went wild for this gripping, emotional
addition to the Stranger Things' universe after
its successful launch! Fall into the never-beforetold backstory of the beloved Dig Dug maven,
Max Mayfield, written by New York Times
bestselling author Brenna Yovanoff. Meet Max.
She's from California. She skateboards. Her
family just dumped her in the middle of Indiana.
And she's really not ready to call Hawkins her
new home. Whether she's facing off against her
bully brother, Billy, the new kids at school, or
monsters abound, Max tackles life with sass and
grit. This must-read novel based on the hit
Netflix series Stranger Things explores Max's
past--with all the good and the bad it's given her-in the lead up to the thrilling season that
introduces our favorite new member of the gang.
A Stranger Thing - Martin Leicht 2013-11-12
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In this witty, adventurous sequel to Mothership,
Elvie Nara is back on earth—but her life
(including her new baby) is still pretty out there!
“Irreverent humor makes this work of science
fiction a comic treat” (VOYA). Pregnancy was
pretty rough for Elvie Nara, what with the
morning sickness, constant food cravings, and
the alien race war she found herself in the
middle of. But if she thought giving birth to an
extraterrestrial’s baby would be the hard part,
she was sorely mistaken. After Elvie’s baby is
not what was expected, the Almiri completely
freak out. Suddenly Elvie’s supposed allies have
shipped her—along with her father, her best
friend, Ducky, and her maybe-boyfriend,
boneheaded Almiri commando Cole Archer—off
to a remote “retention facility” (aka alien jail) in
Antarctica. Talk about cold. But things really get
complicated when a new group of hybrid aliens
arrive with information that sends Elvie’s world
spinning. Before long, Elvie is trekking across
the bottom of the Earth with a band of friends
and frenemies to uncover the secrets of her own
origin. Will Elvie ever be able to convince the
Almiri that a conspiracy to conquer the planet is
a greater threat than a sixteen-year-old girl and
a newborn who won’t stop crying?
Stranger Things Library Edition Volume 2
(Graphic Novel) - Jody Houser 2021-11-30
In the spirit of horror classics such as Carrie,
this hardbound collection of two Stranger Things
graphic novels explores what it means to have
power, and what some are willing to do to attain
it. A chilling glimpse at the machinations of
Brenner's lab leading up to the events of the
show, this hardcover collection of Stranger
Things: Six and Stranger Things: Into The Fire
includes everything from teen romance to
pyrokinetic rampages.
Stranger Things: Erica the Great (Graphic
Novel) - Greg Pak 2022-02-22
In this Middle Grade foray into the 80's-nostalgia
hit series from Netflix, when Erica's frenemy
loses track of her mother's prized Parakeet, the
two will have to work together to return the bird
safe and sound, or deal with the consequences.
They learn that even the toughest and smartest
people need a little help now and then. Hawkins
Indiana has been plagued by strange events for
years now. With the Starcourt Mall's recent
destruction, Erica has lost her favorite hangout
a-stranger-thing

spot and her "free Ice cream for life" deal at
Scoops-Ahoy. To make matters worse, her
brother is too busy for her and her mom won't
let her play Dungeons and Dragons anymore.
This is the story of an ambitious, bossy, brilliant
ten-year-old dealing with boredom and the
complexities of maintaining friendships through
tough times. Written by Greg Pak (Stranger
Things: Zombie Boys, Stranger Things: The
Bully, Ronin Island) and Danny Lore (Queen of
Bad Dreams, James Bond) with art by Valeria
Favoccia (Stranger Things: Zombie Boys,
Assassin's Creed), colors by Dan Jackson, and
letters by Nate Piekos.
Stranger Things - Eva Minguet 2020-05
Stranger Things is characterised by having the
heart and essence of the mythical series and
films of the 80's, from The Goonies,
Ghostbusters, Back to the Future, The
Neverending Story, and so many more, which
were authentic icons for that generation. The
series has the same breath of fresh air as the
past that it wants to reflect, since the first
episode it has managed to captivate our hearts.
From its aesthetics, music on tape cassettes,
arcades, the first malls... For deciding the title
and font of the series, the Duffer brothers were
inspired by a Stephen King novel, Needful
Things. Once's role is similar to the character
played by Drew Barrymore in the movie
Firestarter, also King's novel.
Stranger Things: Suspicious Minds - Gwenda
Bond 2019-10-08
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • If you think
you know the truth behind Dr. Brenner’s
experiments at Hawkins Laboratory, prepare to
have your mind turned Upside Down in the first
official Stranger Things novel—“the prequel
story that fans have been waiting for” (Kirkus
Reviews). It’s the summer of 1969, and the
shock of conflict reverberates through the youth
of America. As a student at a quiet college
campus in the heartland of Indiana, Terry Ives
couldn’t be farther from the front lines of
Vietnam or the protests in Washington. But the
world is changing, and Terry isn’t content to
watch. When word gets around about an
important government experiment in the small
town of Hawkins, she signs on as a test subject
for the project, code-named MKULTRA. The
remote lab, deep in the woods, contains a
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mystery Terry is determined to uncover. Behind
the walls of Hawkins National Laboratory—and
the piercing gaze of its director, Dr. Martin
Brenner—lurks a conspiracy greater than Terry
could have ever imagined. To face it, she’ll need
the help of her fellow test subjects. Amid the
rising tensions of the new decade, Terry Ives and
Martin Brenner have begun a different kind of
war—one where the human mind is the
battlefield.
The Stranger Things Field Guide - Nadia Bailey
2021-02
Stranger Things: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book
- Simon Arizpe 2022-07-05
Embark on an explosive 3D journey through the
world of Netflix’s hit series Stranger Things.
Netflix’s Emmy Award–winning series Stranger
Things has captivated the imaginations of
millions of viewers all around the world. Now
fans can experience the series like never before
with stunning, pop-off-the-page re-creations of
iconic moments from the show. Inside, readers
will adventure alongside Eleven and Mike
Wheeler, crack the Russian code with Steve
Harrington at Scoops Ahoy, face off against the
terrifying Demogorgon, and much more.
Featuring five richly detailed spreads packed
with jaw-dropping pops, Stranger Things: The
Ultimate Pop-Up Book is an explosive, must-have
guide to Hawkins, Indiana, the Upside Down,
and beyond.
Stranger Things: Science Camp #3 - Jody
Houser 2020-11-25
While Dustin continues to prove his mettle as a
Dungeons and Dragons DM to prove a point to
new-found camp bullies, the counselors of Camp
Know Where have been disappearing one by
one. When Suzie and Dustin discover the older
teenagers running the camp are the targets of a
sinister plot, they decide to solve the mystery on
their own.
Stranger Things: Darkness on the Edge of Town
- Adam Christopher 2019-05-28
Chief Jim Hopper reveals long-awaited secrets to
Eleven about his old life as a police detective in
New York City, confronting his past before the
events of the hit show Stranger Things.
Christmas, Hawkins, 1984. All Chief Jim Hopper
wants is to enjoy a quiet first Christmas with
Eleven, but his adopted daughter has other
a-stranger-thing
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plans. Over Hopper’s protests, she pulls a
cardboard box marked “New York” out of the
basement—and the tough questions begin. Why
did Hopper leave Hawkins all those years ago?
What does “Vietnam” mean? And why has he
never talked about New York? Although he’d
rather face a horde of demogorgons than talk
about his own past, Hopper knows that he can’t
deny the truth any longer. And so begins the
story of the incident in New York—the last big
case before everything changed... Summer, New
York City, 1977. Hopper is starting over after
returning home from Vietnam. A young
daughter, a caring wife, and a new beat as an
NYPD detective make it easy to slip back into life
as a civilian. But after shadowy federal agents
suddenly show and seize the files about a series
of brutal, unsolved murders, Hopper takes
matters into his own hands, risking everything to
discover the truth. Soon Hopper is undercover
among New York’s notorious street gangs. But
just as he's about to crack the case, a blackout
rolls across the boroughs, plunging Hopper into
a darkness deeper than any he’s faced before.
The Montauk Project - Experiments in Time
- Preston B. Nichols 2018-11-14
Personal story of Preston Nichols and how radar
was used to manipulate matter and time itself
beginning with the Philadelphia Experiment and
was further developed at Montauk. This edition
includes the original text plus details over two
decades worth of investigation leading to the
scientific proof of actual time travel capabilities
plus patent.
Stranger Things Have Happened - Jeff Strand
2017-04-04
"This book would be a good stepping stone for
those readers who enjoy the Diary of a Wimpy
Kid series."-School Library Connection Jeff
Strand's signature humor returns in this tale of
magic, illusions, and self-discovery. Harry
Houdini. Penn and Teller. David Copperfield.
Marcus Millian the Third. Okay, so Marcus isn't
a famous magician. He may not even be a great
magician. But his great-grandfather, the oncelegendary and long-retired Zachary the
Stupendous, insists Marcus has true talent. And
when Grandpa Zachary boasts that he and
Marcus are working on an illusion that will
shock, stun, and astonish, Marcus wishes he
could make himself disappear. The problem?
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Marcus also has stage fright-in spades. It's one
thing to perform elaborate card tricks in front of
his best friend, Kimberly, but it's an entirely
different feat to perform in front of an audience.
Then Grandpa Zachary dies in his sleep. To
uphold his great-grandfather's honor, the show
must go on. It would take a true sorcerer to pull
off the trick Marcus has planned. But maybe he's
the next best thing...
Mothership - Martin Leicht 2013-11-12
In 2074, while attending the Hanover School for
Expecting Teen Mothers aboard an earthorbiting spaceship, sixteen-year-old Elvie finds
herself in the middle of an alien race war and
makes a startling discovery about her
pregnancy.
Stranger Things Coloring Book - Andre
Halsey 2020-06-05
Stranger Things Coloring Book. A Great Gift For
All Fans. Book features: Hand-drawn
illustrations Dimenssions size 8.5x11'' Each
image is printed on one-sided to prevent bleed
through Provide many hours of relaxation
Stranger Things: Science Camp #1 - Jody
Houser 2020-09-30
Terror at Camp Know Where! Dustin arrives at
Camp Know Where to navigate the new social
hierarchy without the support of his Hawkins
adventuring party. While also faced with nerdy
bullies, a new menace haunts the young
scientists and camp counselors. A mysterious
figure with sinister intent arrives to disrupt the
serene woodland scene. The solution won't take
rocket science, but Dustin will have to get on the
same wavelength as the other campers before
tensions reach a boiling point. Comic book tie-in
for Netflixs' hit show, Stranger Things!
Stranger Things: Rebel Robin - A. R. Capetta
2021-06-29
High school is a monster, and it's eating
everyone Robin knows. Discover the backstory of
the new Stranger Things fan favorite character,
Robin, played by Maya Hawke! It's the
beginning of sophomore year, and Robin's Odd
Squad friends have decided: this time, they're
going to fit in. They couple up, they won't stop
talking about college and their future careers,
and they're obsessed with trying to act "normal."
Robin knows that game well--she's been
pretending for years, hoping nobody would
notice the sarcastic polyglot French horn player
a-stranger-thing

with a bad perm in the back of the room. But
there's one aspect of her identity that she knows
for sure doesn't fit in with her carefully
controlled image--something she's only just now
realizing: Robin likes girls. How exactly is she
supposed to be her true self in teeny-tiny
Hawkins, Indiana? Robin is convinced the only
way she can experience real life is by fleeing to
Europe for the summer--aka Operation
Croissant. But she has no money, no permission,
and no one to share the adventure with--and it
will take a heck of a lot more than that to escape
Hawkins in one piece. Sprinkled with references
to your favorite Stranger Things characters, this
prequel chronicles one girl's realization that the
only person she really needs to be accepted by is
herself.
Stranger Things: The Bully (Graphic Novel) Greg Pak 2020-09-01
The bullies from season one of hit Netflix series
try to uncover the mystery of Eleven's psychic
powers in this scary all-ages comic! Troy has
been having nightmares about El ever since she
embarrassed him in front of the school and
broke his arm in season one. Powerless and
anxious, Troy is determined to prove that what
happened between him and El is only some form
of trickery. That is until he and James encounter
demodogs! Written by best-selling author Greg
Pak (Mech Cadet Yu, The Incredible Hulk, Star
Wars: Age of Rebellion) and drawn by Valeria
Favoccia (Assassin Creed: Reflections, Doctor
Who: The Tenth Doctor).
Stranger Things Library Edition Volume 1
(Graphic Novel) - Jody Houser 2021-09-14
Inspired by the television show: Stranger things.
Jurassic World: The Ultimate Pop-Up Book Matthew Reinhart 2021-10-26
Life will not be contained in this exciting and
interactive pop-up journey through the entire
Jurassic saga—from pop-up legend Matthew
Reinhart. The hit Jurassic World series
recaptivated audiences globally when it
unleashed an island of new and terrifyingly
realistic dinosaurs on the world. Inspired by
director Steven Spielberg’s 1993 classic Jurassic
Park, the iconic saga has ushered in a whole new
generation of film fans. Featuring explosive, popoff-the-page depictions of the Tyrannosaurus
rex, Velociraptor, and other prehistoric
favorites, this deluxe pop-up book traces the
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evolution of the Jurassic Park and Jurassic World
sagas across three decades of major motion
pictures. Presented in a dynamic 360-degree
format that allows fans to view and participate in
the action from all sides, Jurassic World: The
Ultimate Pop-Up Book also includes interactive
pull-tabs and hidden surprises. Bigger than a T.
rex and smarter than a Raptor, Jurassic World:
The Ultimate Pop-Up Book is the definitive
interactive exploration of the most gargantuan
saga in movie history.
Stranger Things: The Other Side (Graphic Novel)
- Jody Houser 2019-05-07
The hit Netflix series from the Duffer Brothers is
now a spine-tingling comic that recounts Will
Beyers' harrowing survival in the treacherous
Upside Down! When Will Byers finds himself in
the Upside Down, an impossible dark parody of
his own world, he's understandably frightened.
But that's nothing compared with the fear that
takes hold when he realizes what's in that world
with him! Follow Will's struggle through the
season one events of the hit Netflix show
Stranger Things! Written by Jody Houser
(Mother Panic, Faith) and illustrated by Stefano
Martino (Doctor Who, Catwoman)
Stranger Things: Science Camp (Graphic
Novel) - Jody Houser 2021-05-04
The comics based on the hit Netflix series delve
into B-movie horror nostalgia when Dustin goes
to summer camp, confronts a sinister figure in
an Albert Einstein mask, and joins forces with
Suzie to solve mysterious disappearances.
Dustin arrives at Camp Know Where to navigate
the new social hierarchy without the support of
his Hawkins adventuring party. While also faced
with nerdy bullies, a new menace haunts the
young scientists and camp counselors. A
mysterious figure with sinister intent arrives to
disrupt the serene woodland scene. When camp
counselors start to disappear, the solution won't
take rocket science, but Dustin will have to get
on the same wavelength as Suzie and the other
campers before tensions reach a boiling point.
Writer Jody Houser (Critical Role, Stranger
Things: Into the Fire) returns with Edgar Salazar
and Keith Champagne (Stranger Things: SIX) to
create a new miniseries in the Stranger Things
universe, taking place between seasons two and
three of the hit Netflix show. Collects Stranger
Things: Science Camp #1-#4.
a-stranger-thing

Stranger Things: Zombie Boys (Graphic
Novel) - Greg Pak 2020-01-21
Following the events of season one of Netflix's
pop-culture sensation Stranger Things, our main
characters struggle with returning to normal life
after overcoming supernatural horror. School is
back in session in the normally quiet town of
Hawkins, Indiana. Mike, Lucas, Dustin, and Will
are still grappling with the traumatic encounters
with the Demogorgon and the Upside Down in
season one of the hit Netflix series. As tensions
rise and fractures begin to form in the group, a
new kid shows up to AV club with a Betamax
Camcorder and an idea. The new Spielbergwannabe friend, Joey Kim, wants to make a
horror movie about a local legend, but when he
sees Will's drawings, he discovers that his new
friends are local legends. Written by best-selling
author Greg Pak (Mech Cadet Yu, The Incredible
Hulk, Star Wars: Age of Rebellion) and drawn by
Valeria Favoccia (Assassin Creed: Reflections,
Doctor Who: The Tenth Doctor).
How to Survive in a Stranger Things World
(Stranger Things) - Matthew J. Gilbert
2018-11-13
A hardcover gift book featuring wisdom and
advice from Netflix's hit series Stranger Things!
Does life sometimes seem strange and little
upside down? If so, this hardcover collection of
wisdom and warnings from Netflix's original
series Stranger Things can help guide you
through school, friendships, and your town's
darkest secrets. Featuring full-color images from
the series and quotes from Dustin, Steve,
Eleven, and the others, it is sure to thrill fans of
all ages.
Stranger Things: Into the Fire (Graphic Novel) Jody Houser 2020-07-28
Beyond Hawkins Lab, Starcourt Mall, Dungeons
and Dragons, Monsters, and Mindflayers, the
powerful children that have escaped from
Hawkins Lab are out in the world, trying to live
normal lives, but it comes at a steep cost. Nine
was left behind in Hawkins Lab, comatose and
alone. Now she lives in a fractured reality of her
own creation under the watchful eyes of doctors
who have no idea about the psychic volcano
building insider her that erupt at any moment,
obliterating their entire hospital. Three and
Nine's twin sister both escaped Hawkins lab
several years ago and have been on the run ever
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since. They had just settled down into a new life
when, all of the sudden, the lab has made the
national news. With the veil of normalcy
completely shattered, they pack everything they
have and hit the road, hoping to find and help
any of the other kids they can. When Kali
(number Eight) informs them that Nine is still
alive it becomes a race against the clock to save
a beloved sister, from the doctors that keep her,
as well as the delusions that threaten to fracture
her psyche beyond repair. Perfectly penned by
writer Jody Houser (Critical Role, Star Wars: Tie
Fighter) with kinetic pencils by Ryan Kelly (New
York Four, Star Wars) and tight inks by Le Beau
Underwood (Catwoman, Immortal Hulk) this
third book in the Stranger Things comics line
takes the story to brand new territory. Collects
Stranger Things: Into the Fire #1-#4.
Stranger Things - David Lubar 2013
When ordinary third-grader Ed finds a coin with
the words "strange" and "stranger" on both
sides, weird things start happening around him-but when his friends start blaming him for all the
weirdness Ed wonders if this coin is not too

a-stranger-thing
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strange for comfort.
Stranger Things: Lucas on the Line - Suyi Davies
2022-07-26
Dive into this revealing portrait of Stranger
Things fan favorite Lucas Sinclair and get to
know Lucas like never before. The thrilling
adventure of Stranger Things continues where
season three left off, with fan favorite Lucas
Sinclair finally telling his own story in his own
words. Lucas has been in the fight against the
evil forces in his town since the beginning, but
he is tired of feeling like an outsider. When the
start of high school presents Lucas with options
beyond D&D and being bullied, he wonders if he
can be more than invisible. After connecting
with one of the few other Black students at
school, Lucas starts to learn more about himself
apart from his friend group. And he begins to
understand himself as a Black teen in Hawkins,
which feels unlike anything—in this world or any
other—he’s ever experienced. From Suyi Davies,
contributor to the New York Times bestselling
Black Boy Joy, comes an exploration of love and
identity within the beloved Stranger Things
universe, through the eyes of Lucas Sinclair.
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